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Law, Palliative Care and Dying critically examines the role of the legal framework in shaping
the boundaries of palliative care practice. The work underlines the importance of a distinct
legal framework for specialist palliative care which can provide clarity for both the healthcare
professional and the patient. It examines the legal and ethical justifications for specialist
palliative care practices and, in doing so, it questions the legitimacy of the distinction between
euthanasia and practices such as palliative sedation. Moreover, this work discusses the
influence of a human rights discourse on palliative care and examines the contribution of
autonomy, dignity, and the right to palliative care. This book includes detailed comparative
research on several European jurisdictions. The jurisdictions illustrate varied approaches to
palliative care regulation and promotion. In this manner, the role of professional guidelines and
legislation are drawn out and common themes in the regulation of palliative care emerge.
The first comprehensive guide to Latin verse composition to be published in over one hundred
years.
What makes English literature English ? This question inspires Stephen Harris's wide-ranging
study of Old English literature. From Bede in the eighth century to Geoffrey of Monmouth in the
twelfth, Harris explores the intersections of race and literature before the rise of imagined
communities. Harris examines possible configurations of communities, illustrating dominant
literary metaphors of race from Old English to its nineteenth-century critical reception. Literary
voices in the England of Bede understood the limits of community primarily as racial or tribal, in
keeping with the perceived divine division of peoples after their languages, and the extension
of Christianity to Bede's Germanic neighbours was effected in part through metaphors of family
and race. Harris demonstrates how King Alfred adapted Bede in the ninth century; how both
exerted an effect on Archbishop Wulfstan in the eleventh; and how Old English poetry speaks
to images of race.
“A delightful mix of grammar and growth, words and wonder.” – The Washington Post An
entertaining exploration of the richness and relevance of the Latin language and literature, and
an inspiring account of finding renewed purpose through learning something new and
challenging After thirty-five years as a book editor in New York City, Ann Patty stopped working
and moved to the country. Bored, aimless, and lost in the woods, she hoped to challenge her
restless, word-loving brain by beginning a serious study of Latin at local colleges. As she
begins to make sense of Latin grammar and syntax, her studies open unexpected windows
into her own life. The louche poetry of Catullus calls up her early days in 1970s New York,
Lucretius elucidates her intractable drivenness and her attraction to Buddhism, while Ovid’s
verse conjures a delightful dimension to the flora and fauna that surround her. Women in
Roman history, and an ancient tomb inscription give her new understanding and empathy for
her tragic, long deceased mother. Finally, Virgil reconciles her to her new life—no longer an
urban exile, but a rustic scholar, writer and teacher. Along the way, she meets an impassioned
cast of characters: professors, students and classicists outside of academia who keep Latin
very much alive. Written with humor, heart, and an infectious enthusiasm for words, Patty’s
book is an object lesson in how learning and literature can transform the past and lead to an
unexpected future.
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This monograph explores the significance accorded to John's island of Patmos (Rev. 1:9)
within the wider reception history of the Apocalypse. Ian Boxall brings together for the first time
in a coherent narrative a wide range of interpretations of Patmos, reflecting different
chronological periods, cultural contexts, and Christian traditions.
This book explores the representation of political, economic, military, religious & juridicial
power in texts & artifacts from early modern Spain & her American viceroyalties.
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In Untold Futures, J. K. Barret locates models for recovering the variety of futures
imagined within some of our most foundational literature. These poems, plays,
and prose fictions reveal how Renaissance writers embraced uncertain potential
to think about their own present moment and their own place in time. The history
of the future that Barret reconstructs looks beyond futures implicitly dismissed as
impossible or aftertimes defined by inevitability and fixed perspective. Chapters
on Philip Sidney’s Old Arcadia, Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, William
Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, Antony and Cleopatra, and Cymbeline, and
John Milton’s Paradise Lost trace instead a persistent interest in an
indeterminate, earthly future evident in literary constructions that foreground
anticipation and expectation. Barret argues that the temporal perspectives
embedded in these literary texts unsettle some of our most familiar points of
reference for the period by highlighting an emerging cultural self-consciousness
capable of registering earthly futures predicated on the continued sameness of
time rather than radical ruptures in it. Rather than mapping a particular future,
these writers generate imaginative access to a range of futures. Barret makes a
strong case for the role of language itself in emerging conceptualizations of
temporality.
This book addresses environmental and medical issues that could risk our wellbeing, our health, or even cause death. Some of the issues analysed could have
negative consequences not only today but also for future generations if not
prevented in time. With regard to health risks, the authors discuss several
diseases that could be avoided if people perform (or avoid) certain behaviours
and become accustomed to having healthier habits. Concerning environmental
hazards, the authors discuss which social groups should be taken into account
based on preventive strategies used to avoid a particular disaster. Both sections
of the book on health and environmental issues have a subsection with chapters
about risks and society. No matter the risk-related discipline the reader is familiar
with, when he ends reading the book, it will become clear that risk analysis is the
basis for prevention, and that it cannot be addressed from a single discipline nor
with a single methodology.
Man makes history, in a fashion, and history also makes man. As with other men,
the historical experience of the African over the centuries has had a profound
effect on his self-image as well as on his perception of the external world.
Perhaps more than other men, the African in pre-colonial times developed a
strong historical tradition, and his perception of himself and his world came to
depend very much on his view of the past. European colonialism, brief as it was,
produced a traumatic effect largely because it tried to impose on the African a
gross distortion of his historical tradition.
This anthology includes cutting edge scholars who bring Augustine into dialogue
with Soren Kierkegaard on topics such as exile and pilgrimage, time and
restlessness, inwardness and the church, as well as suffering, evil, and humility.
The contrasts and surprising connections between these prominent thinkers are
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highlighted.
The story of Jesus feeding the five thousand is found in all four Gospels, and is
told in two of them twice. Roger David Aus primarily explores the many facets of
early Palestinian Judaism which inform the story, especially in regard to the
miracle-worker Elisha. He describes four major motifs in the narrative, as well as
the Markan and Johannine redaction. In addition, he analyzes the account's
Semitic background, genre and historicity, and its part in a miracle collection.
The Lingua Ignota, "brought forth" by the twelfth-century German nun Hildegard
of Bingen, provides 1012 neologisms for praise of Church and new expression of
the things of her world. Noting her visionary metaphors, her music, and various
medieval linguistic philosophies, Higley examines how the "Unknown Language"
makes arid signifiers green again. This text, however, is too often seen in too
narrow a context: glossolalia, angelic language, secret code. Higley provides an
edition and English translation of its glosses in the Riesencodex (with assistance
from the Berlin MS) , but also places it within a history of imaginary language
making from medieval times to the most contemporary projects in efforts to
uncover this woman s bold involvement in an intellectual and creative endeavor
that spans centuries.
Until recent facsimile printings without notes, "New English Canaan" (originally
published in 1637) has been reprinted only twice, one in Peter Force's "Tracts"
(1836) and in 1883 by the Massachusetts Historical Society. This book
represents the first edition created from and textually-collated with all known
original copies in the world; it also constitutes the first full-length biography of
Thomas Morton of "Merrymount" (1576-1647?).
Collection development, the process used by librarians to choose items for a
particular library or section of a library, can be time-consuming and difficult due to
the many factors that must be taken into consideration. Library Collection
Development for Professional Programs: Trends and Best Practices addresses
the challenging task of collection development in modern academic libraries,
which is largely learned on the job. This publication contains practical advice and
innovative strategies essential for current collection development librarians and
future librarians seeking guidance in this complex position.
Matthew 1-2 and the Virginal Conception examines early Palestinian and
Hellenistic Jewish accounts of the birth of Israel's first redeemer, Moses. The
author shows how these accounts provide the background of Mary's "virginal
conception" of Jesus, Israel's final redeemer, in Matthew 1-2.
An exploration of Shakespeare's geographic imagination and the relationship
between Renaissance geography and theatre.
Nurture and Neglect: Childhood in Sixteenth-Century Northern England
addresses a number of anomalies in the existing historiography surrounding the
experience of children in urban and rural communities in sixteenth-century
northern England. In contrast to much recent scholarship that has focused on
affective parent-child relationships, this study directly engages with the question
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of what sixteenth-century society actually constituted as nurture and neglect.
Whilst many modern historians consider affection and love essential for nurture,
contemporary ideas of good nurture were consistently framed in terms designed
to instil obedience and deference to authority in the child, with the best
environment in which to do this being the authoritative, patriarchal household.
Using ecclesiastical and secular legal records to form its basis, hitherto an
untapped resource for children’s voices, this book tackles important omissions in
the historiography, including the regional imbalance, which has largely ignored
the north of England and generalised about the experiences of the whole of the
country using only sources from the south, and the adult-centred nature of the
debate in which historians have typically portrayed the child as having little or no
say in their own care and upbringing. Nurture and Neglect will be of particular
interest to scholars studying the history of childhood and the social history of
England in the sixteenth-century.
In what varieties of ways is late medieval literature inflected by spiritual insight
and desires? What weaves of literary cloth especially suit religious insight? In this
collection dedicated to Elizabeth D. Kirk, Emeritus Professor of English at Brown
University, several renowned scholars assess those related issues in a range of
Medieval texts.
Colleagues and students honor Prof. Rachel Hachlili with this festschrift, which
offers eighteen essays on the archaeology, architecture, and iconography of
ancient Judaism. They demonstrate how widely Hachlili's lifetime of research
resonates with everyone interested in this field of scholarship.
These five essays deal with the influence of Judaic haggadah or lore, especially
in the form of “creative historiography” or “imaginative dramatization,” on four
enigmatic passages in the Gospels, and one in Acts.
This book engages one set of conceptual metaphors in relation to Revelation's
literary and social-historical milieu.
Anne of France (1461-1522) composed these lessons - presented as a portrait of
an ideal princess - as guidance in negotiating the pitfalls facing a woman in the
world of politics. First English translation.
Expanded edition of the classic Latin-English dictionary features more than
seventy thousand words and phrases, a classical and ecclesiastical
pronunciation guide, and a listing of mythological, geographical, and historical
names.
An account of the introduction of the horse as a replacement for oxen in English
farming.
This wide-ranging historical survey provides an indispensable resource for those
interested in exploring, teaching, or studying English spirituality. In two standalone volumes, it traces history from Roman times until the year 2000. The main
Christian traditions and a vast range of writers and spiritual themes, from AngloSaxon poems to late-modern feminist spirituality, are included. These volumes
present the astonishing richness and variety of responses made by English
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Christians to the call of the divine during the past two thousand years.
How could the Apostle Paul maintain in his first letter to the Christians in Corinth
that all their ancestors were baptized into Moses at the Red Sea / exodus event
(10:2), and how could he tolerate some of them having themselves baptized
again on behalf of the dead (15:29)? Answers to these puzzling questions can be
found in early Jewish sources now located both in Greek and Hebrew, all here
translated.
Providing over 25,000 definitions in their historical order of development, this
reference classic has been widely regarded for over 50 years as the best singlevolume dictionary available for students of Latin. It includes information about
grammar, inflection, and pronunciation, as well as copious citations and useful
appendices.
This study uses early Jewish sources to analyze the significance of Day of Atonement
and High Priest imagery in the narrative of Simon Peter’s threefold denial of Jesus. It
then describes the influence of other early Jewish sources on Jesus’ commissioning
Simon Peter as his own successor in John 21:15-19.
The range of Adorno's achievement, and the depth of his insights, is breathtaking and
daunting. His work on literary, artistic, and musical forms, his devastating indictment of
modern industrial society, and his profound grasp of Western culture from Homer to
Hollywood have made him one of the most significant figures in twentieth-century
thought. As one of the main philosophers of the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory,
Adorno’s influence on literary theory, cultural studies, and philosophical aesthetics has
been immense. His wide-ranging authorship is significant also to continental
philosophy, political theory, art criticism, and musicology. Key ideas discussed in this
guide include: art and aesthetics fun and free time nature and reason things, thoughts
and being right This Routledge Critical Thinkers guide will equip readers with the tools
required to critically interpret Adorno’s major works, whilst also introducing readers to
his interpretation of classical German philosophy and his relationship to the most
significant of his contemporaries.
Smith's English-Latin Dictionary is an invaluable resource for Latin composition. Each
entry gives an English word, its corresponding Latin equivalents, and examples drawn
from a full range of classical writers. The Index of Proper Names contains Latin forms of
names of thousands of persons, places, and geographical features from history and
mythology, as well as the Hebrew and Christian Bibles.
Towards a History of Consciousness: Space, Time, and Death offers a cogent and
compelling discussion of the neglected topic of the history of consciousness. An
analysis of our postmodern ontology reveals deep but neglected roots. What are those
roots and how did they grow? Is there a self without consciousness? What is the
relation of the self to the individual? Does the recognition of death contribute to the
growth of consciousness? As a survey of western history, this work pushes the
boundaries of the understanding of consciousness in intriguing and sometimes
provocative directions. This integrative study is intended for the serious, curious student
and thinker.
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